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RequirementElement

(c) Employee
Participation

Requires employee involvement in developing PSM program, particularly in the area of hazard evaluation'

Requires the employer to compile information relating to the nature of the chemical (or flammable)

hazards involved, process technology, and process equipment.

Requires the employer to conduct a careful analysis of hazards involved with the process. Using one of
several formal hazard analysis techniques, a team identifies, evaluates, and recommends measures to

eliminate, mitigate, or control hazards.

Requires the employer to develop and implement written operating procedures for the covered process

over all phases ofits operation including safe work practices.

Requires employers to train all involved (including contractors) in operating the covered process on the

hazãrds, operating procedures (normal & emergency), and safe work practices. The training is required

for each person before they begin operating a covered process.

(d) Process Safety
Information

(e) Process Hazard
Analysis

(Ð Operating
Procedures

(g) Training

(h) Contractors

For all contractors involved directly and in areas adjacent to covered processes, employers need to

evaluate the contractor's capabilities and safety history to assess their suitability for safe performance. In
addition, all contractors expected to become involved in operating the covered process must receive

training prior to their involvement in the operation'

Requires that employers perform a detailed review of a new or modified (changed) system to insure the

design is appropriate, construction adheres to design specifications, operating procedures are available,

training is complete, process hazard analysis is complete, and all process safety information is current.

Requires that employers develop and implement a methodical program for performing appropriate

maintenance and equipment inspection/testing at proper frequencies to uncover equipment deficiencies

before they fail.

Requires that employers develop a formal program to prevent fire and explosions from occurring while

conducting hot work (welding, cutting, btazing, grinding, etc.) in and around the covered process.

(Ð Pre-Startup
Safety Review

(¡) Mechanical
Integrity

(k) HotWork

Documented procedures aimed at insuring safe system operation as changes to the system occur. The

management ofchange process guides updates or development to process safety information, process

hazard analyses, operating procedures, and training to insure all elements ofthe PSM program are current.

(l) Management
of Change

Requires that employers investigate actual incidents or near-misses to understand the factors that

contributed to the incident and to develop/resolve recommendations aimed at preventing their future

occuffence. A formal incident investigation needs to begin with 48 hrs of an incident.

(m) Incident
Investigation

(n) Emergency
Planning and
Response

Requires that employers conduct pre-planning for emergencies that may arise at the facility. At a
minimum, the emergency planning needs to include notification procedures, escape routes, alarm systems,

and plant-wide training. More intensive efforts are required for situations where employees are expected

to actively become involved in mitigating incidents.

Involves critically evaluating a PSM program and the extent ofits implementation at least every 3 years.

The audit must certifu the plant is in compliance with the standard or identifr areas of non-compliance that

the plant needs to address to bring the program back into compliance.
(o) Audits

Allows employers to protect those aspects oftheir covered process considered a trade secret.(p) Trade Secrets
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